Letter of Merit

On behalf of the organizing committee of ICEMESCT 2015 International Conference We herewith recognize Dr. Rasheed Almotaeryi’s paper titled “Deployment of CCTV in Saudi Arabia: Security, Culture and Religion” as a distinguished novel contribution to scientific research and the scientific community.

Dr. Rasheed Almotaeryi research paper were presented at our annual International Conference “ICEMESCT 2015” held on May 18th, 2015 in Istanbul, Turkey.

Our reviewers were asked to select the best 10% of the submitted papers to the conference. The selected authors are consider the “Cream of the Cream” and as a such we issue this letter of Merit to Dr. Dr. Rasheed Almotaeryi.

Dr. Almotaeryi’s research was noted for its high quality and rigorousness. It also opened a window for our international audience to see how can the Saudi Security use and develop new CCTV surveillance systems.

Our perceptions of high quality are based on a simple model of cost-benefit analysis and the true effectiveness of the system. This gave the research an originality dimension as well.

We are very honored to have had Dr. Rasheed Almotaeryi as one of our ICEMESCT 2015 conference participants and looking forward for future participation of Dr. Rasheed and follow researchers from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Sincerely,

Dr. Banu GÖKÇÜL
Conference Chair

AASRC is a non-profit organization committed to the vision of promoting academic research activities and the development of joint research programs to contribute to sustainable development and optimal exploitation of global resources especially in developing countries. AASRC promotes multidisciplinary research activities and is currently encouraging research and development, innovation, knowledge transfer, building human and institutional capacity as well as providing advisory and consultation services.